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BBC LEARNING ENGLISH 

One-minute English 

Practice worksheet - Actually 

Follow the instructions below, and make sure you use ‘actually’ when you write! Use the example 

sentences to help you. 
 

Write:  

1. a myth about you, your family or your country, and correct it. 

પોતાના વિશે, તમારા પરરિાર અથિા તો દેશ વિશે કોઈ ખોટી માન્યતા. માન્યતાને સધુારો 
  -Many people think that in England we drink tea at 4:00 o’clock. Actually, we drink tea all the time! 

 

2. a fact about you, your family or your country, and then extend it.  

પોતાના વિશે, તમારા પરરિાર અથિા તો દેશ વિશે કોઈ હકીકત. હકીકતને વિસ્તારમાાં સમજાિો. 
   -British people say ‘sorry’ a lot. Actually, we say sorry even if it’s not our fault! 

 

3. a fact about you, your family or your country that is true and surprising. 

પોતાના વિશે, તમારા પરરિાર અથિા તો દેશ વિશે કોઈ આર્શ્ચજનક બાબત જે સાચુાં હોય 

  -Most people don’t believe this, but I actually don’t like chocolate. 

 

4. a fact about you that is a little embarrassing and you’re confessing, maybe for the first time! 
એક બાબત જે તમારા માટે અસહજ છે અન ેતમ ેએનો એકરાર કરો છો, પ્રથમ િખત! 

                -Actually, I sometimes used to skip (not go to) school when I was a teenager, but I never told my 

parents! 

 

5. a fact you have always been curious about and would like to know if it’s real. 

કોઈ બાબત જે તમ ેજાણિા ઉત્સકુ છો અને ચકાસિા માાંગો છો કે તે સાચી છે કે નહીં.  

  -Is the universe actually infinite? 

 

Review: 

 

After you have written your sentences, try to match each one with one of the uses of ‘actually’ from the lesson. 

  

Eg. Sentence number 1 = to correct or contradict 
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Pair or group work - Speaking 

 

1.Tell your partner or group your sentences: 

 did you learn anything new (about them)? What? 

 did you have anything in common? What? 

 what was the most interesting fact from your discussion? 

 

2. Test your partner! Can they match match your sentences with one of the uses of ‘actually’ from the lesson? 


